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• Introduction to CIB


• Some forecasts for AliCPT

Outline:



Lagache et al. 2005

stellar emission

dust emission

IR is the re-processed

UV photons

SFR: star formation rate



The IR luminosity function (LF)  & star formation rate density (SFRD)

Gruppioni et al. 2013
• At high-z, only brightest 

galaxies are detected in IR


• LF Slope is poorly constrained, 

however it is rather important 

for deriving the total IR 

luminosity density.




Madau 2014

The cosmic star formation history:

• At z~<2-3, most SFR only seen in IR

• At z>~3, many galaxies only detected at UV


Questions:

• Do we see the full star formation history?

• Do we miss some (or even most) SFR at high-z?


 



1) continuum background, projected 
multi-color 2D map; e.g., CIB, cosmic 
radio background, cosmic X-ray 
background …  

2) emission line background, intensity 
mapping (IM), 3D slices; e.g., 21cm

Credit: Romeo et al. 2017

Motivation: background is the integrated flux from all galaxies at all redshifts 

Credit: Planck



The background from radio to gamma-ray



Odegard et al. 2019

mean galaxy SED: depends on interstellar radiation field & dust temperature

The CIB absolute flux:

Absolute flux:  
lack of the information 
between radiation-host 
halo relation



The CIB fluctuations has the information of host halos: HOD+IR luminosity density

map

data analysis

theory

products

Planck 2013 XXX



more direct radiation-matter connection: the lensing-CIB correlation 

From PJ. Zhang

See Ji’s talk



The cross-correlation between the gravitational lensing and the CIB provides the direct 
connection between IR radiation and matter

PJ. Zhang

Lenz et al. 2019

fsky  =10%, Δl=64



The cross-correlation between gravitational lensing and 21cm intensity mapping  

Villaescusa-Navarro et al. 2018



Visbal et al. 2011

ISM line candidates:

Greve et al. 2014

Observed IR LF

Gruppioni et al. 2013

Power spectrum of z~2 CO IM with different J ladders



Lensing & CO IM cross-correlation



Summary:

• The CIB is a powerful tool for recovering the full cosmic star formation history


• Cross-correlation between CIB & gravitational lensing provides the direct connection between 

radiation and matter


• IM & gravitational lensing cross-correlation is helpful for identifying the z-dependent 

contribution of lensing


Thanks!


